
Centrefold Platform



Guardrails available in 2 sizes Option - Skirting Options include steps and handrails in
various heights

Roll platform
into position

Release leg

Lower...

...to floor

Repeat on other
side for completion

Visit our website
to view our full
demonstration video

“The Centrefold portable staging system 
includes many features for easy operation”

The stage has a lightweight but extremely strong extruded 
aluminium rim assembly, ensuring stability and enhancing 
manoeuvrability.

The folding mechanism has a positive-lock which ensures the 
halves of the platform lock securely in their upright position. 
Additionally, the rim provides integral mounting for a range 
of quick release accessories.



Option - Fascia Panels
Available in 6 sizes

Aluminium rim, specially designed to 
accept accessories

Option - Linking

Unique lightweight 
strong extruded 
aluminium frame

Skirting available in a 
wide range of colours

Non slip surface
(Carpet available on request)

Many easily �tted
options available

including guardrails

Centrefold Platform
The Centrefold Platform is available in the 
following sizes and can be nested when       
folded for compact storage.

CFP.2412 L: 244cm W: 122cm
         Folded L: 122cm D :   59cm
CFP.2418 L: 244cm W: 183cm
         Folded L: 183cm D :   59cm

Dual height: 40-60cm
Single height:  40cm

Dual height: 60-80cm
Single height:  60cm

Please specify height with order.

Fascia Panels
CFP.F1240 L: 122cm H: 40cm
CFP.F1260 L: 122cm H: 60cm
CFP.F1280 L: 122cm H: 80cm

CFP.F1840 L: 183cm H: 40cm
CFP.F1860 L: 183cm H: 60cm
CFP.F1880 L: 183cm H: 80cm

Guardrails
CFP.G12	 fits	122cm	rim
CFP.G18	 fits	183cm	rim

Steps
CFP.S40 H: 40cm W: 91cm
CFP.S60 H: 60cm W: 91cm
CFP.S80 H: 80cm W: 91cm

Tread depth: 25cm

Handrails
CFP.H40 H: 40cm
CFP.H60 H: 60cm
CFP.H80 H: 80cm

Ramps are available on request.

Linking
CFP.LNK

Skirting
Please refer to our brochure and colour
card for further details.



Burgess Furniture Ltd

Hanworth Trading Estate, Feltham, Middlesex  TW13 6EH  UK

Telephone +44 (0)20 8894 9231
Fax +44 (0)20 8894 2943

Email sales@burgessfurniture.com
Web www.burgessfurniture.com

The paper used for this brochure is made from 100% recycled material. Please recycle.

Environmental Policy

As a leading industrial enterprise, we recognise our responsibility to the 
environment and are committed to achieving best environmental practice.

To this end we actively ensure that the environmental impact all of our 
materials, processes and products is reduced as much as possible or 
eliminated. The company is certified to ISO 14001 as well as having 
membership to ‘Club Green’, the highly acclaimed initiative run by FIRA. 

For more information visit our website: 
www.burgessfurniture.com/environmental-policy.html

Made in Britain

We are proud to say that for over half a century we have made all our chairs 
and tables to exacting standards in our West London factory.

follow us on:

Environmental 
Management

Quality 
Management

MADE IN BRITAIN
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